Jura Products Ltd.
Case Study

Savouring a Well-Organised Cup of Coffee
Jura premium coffee machines grind fresh coffee beans before expertly brewing a cup
plus fulfill every wish for milky specialities. An equally automatic and seamless
workflow is now running internally at their British affiliate with the help of a digital
archiving system: documents are stored digitally which helps to make anything an
employee might require available in seconds. It’s pretty much like you’d expect from a
Jura coffee machine – all available with a click of a button.

500 billion cups of coffee are consumed worldwide every
year. The Swiss company Jura specialises in providing
high-end, fully automatic coffee machines for this market.
They are sold in 49 countries for everything from private
homes to restaurants. Since 2000, Jura has had a
presence in the UK and now has over 38,000 customers
there.
Jura not only places a great emphasis on creating
machines that provide high quality coffee, but also set the
bar in innovative Swiss engineering and design.

Jura Products Ltd.
Industry:
Manufacturing
Location:
Colne, United Kingdom
Departments:
Administration / Customer Service / HR Personnel
/ Accounting / Company-Wide
Applications:
Customer Service / Human Resources / Payroll /
Invoicing / Bookkeeping / Controlling / CompanyWide Use / Administration
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Requirements and General Environment
“When someone buys a Jura machine, then they are
making an investment that lasts for many years, quite
possibly for someone’s whole life. If something needs
repair, then the machine is serviced by our specialists,”
explains Anton Dreyer, Digital Operations Manager for the
company’s British affiliate. Every year, more than 5,000
machines are serviced. The volume of documentation
related to every coffee machine service job is substantial.
Before using DocuWare, their documents were spread out
in different locations within the company – some in paper
binders, some in electronic files on a server. Every week,
an average of 600 additional, often multi-page, documents
were added that a team of 40 employees needed to
access daily in order to do their work.

The Tasks
Central document pool for various document
types, records
Automatic storage and searching of documents
Simple adaptation to company workflow
processes
Integration in Microsoft Dynamics Navision

A service order at Jura can quickly generate five to eight
documents and files. Next to the initial order of documents,
every Jura machine comes with a comprehensive analysis
report that is generated as an electronic text document.
This provides information such as the number and type of
drinks produced by the machine, the amount of water
used, and the steam’s temperature settings. This all helps
their technicians quickly diagnose any issue that a
machine might be encountering.
“The biggest challenge for us was being able to quickly
retrieve important documents. Our employees often didn’t
know where to look or needed a lot of time to search for the information they needed. Plus, we’d occasionally lose
documents along the way. Obviously, this was a situation that we wanted to change quickly,” confirms Dreyer.
The company began by considering various document management solutions. Broad functionality was only one of their
selection criteria. “Of course when you have a company that puts a lot of emphasis on its high level of service, you
naturally look for the same kind of commitment when seeking out vendors. For this reason, it was important to us when
choosing the DMS that a Partner be accessible locally, who is there to support us whenever needed,” explains Dreyer.
“The local Authorized DocuWare Partner team really demonstrated a very deep knowledge of document management
and a genuine interest in our business. Together with the actual features of the software, it helped tip our decision in
favour of DocuWare.”

The Solution
The company launched their DMS in March 2016 in the
company’s Accounting Department and was then rolled
out to all other parts of the company. Today, half of the
company’s employees are working on a daily basis with
their new electronic document pool – and the number
keeps growing.
Before the roll-out, the DocuWare Partner conducted an
analysis of their current workflow processes. “Transitioning
from paper to electronic document management was
extremely simple in large part because we didn’t have to
change existing processes – with the only difference being
that we now only manage these documents in a digital
form,” confirms Dreyer.
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Incoming A/P invoices are scanned at receipt and placed
in the digital basket of the Accounting Department. From
here, they are booked in Microsoft Dynamics Navision and
then using this booking data are automatically indexed
and stored in the central document pool. “Our employees
don’t have to sort the invoices after the booking, never
have to search around for a binder or folder. Archiving
these invoices is all just a matter of clicking a button,”
adds Anton Dreyer with enthusiasm.

Modules in use
Autoindex
Smart Connect

For outgoing A/R invoices the process is even faster, since any invoices generated are archived out of Navision and
straight into the DMS. The extra bonus: the system is able to independently recognise when a new document is stored,
then retrieves the customer’s e-mail address and automatically sends it directly to the customer. “It is truly unbelievable
how quickly our invoices are sent out today. Practically while printing, it’s already being read by the customer – without
any manual work on the part of our employees. Not only are we able to cut postage and printing costs, we are saving a
huge amount of time,” according to Dreyer. Another area which has clearly profited from electronic document
management is their Customer Service. All their service orders analysis reports for their machines are now digitally
retained.

The Benefits
Without ever having to leave their familiar interface,
employees can now access their digitally stored
documents right from their Navision ERP system. A button
integrated in Navision immediately serves up any service
records like an initial order request or final invoice. This
quick document access has been a big bonus for their
customer service. “Our modest team of 5 customer service
employees are now able to handle all requests from
throughout the UK. This is really only possible because of
efficient workflow methods. Thanks to our DMS, we can
now respond to customer enquiries even quicker,” states
Dreyer.

The Benefits
Significant time savings
Improved customer service
Automated invoicing / emailing

He also emphasizes the solution’s low overall operational
cost: “After our DocuWare Partner provided some basic
training, I was able manage many of the configurations
and staff training myself. The simplicity of the system
meant that our employees immediately accepted it – and
helped significantly reduce the overall cost of the project.”
Jura plans on testing the use of the DMS as a mobile
application in the near future. For example, technicians
who are repairing a machine in a restaurant will then be
able to use a tablet or smartphone to access all previous
support requests and reports. Relevant information, such
as previous analysis data, is thereby quickly accessible
from anywhere and will help their team analyse and respond to service request even faster.
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Conclusion
“Since our documents are now available with a click of a button, we were able
to significantly improve our customer service. DocuWare has become an
essential business tool for us.”
Anton Dreyer, Digital Operations Manager, Jura Products Ltd.

Document Management Technology Ltd
3 The Pavilions Bridge Hall Lane
Bury
BL9 7NX
Lancashire

+44(0)161 667 3390
+44(0)161 667 3399
http://www.doctech.co.uk

This document can also be found here:
http://pub.docuware.com/en/jura-products-ltd?company=6565&l=b
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